Synchronized Time System

GENERAL

The time-keeping system is comprised of digital clocks located at all patient care stations and in the clean utility room. For accommodating mobile installations and relocation into new time zones, provisions are included for low power standby operation and system setting of hours. Hours, minutes, and seconds can be viewed at all times on each individual display. Each display can be set for twelve or twenty-four hour settings or to alternate from time display to date display by a select button on the display. This time-keeping system is comprised of a multi-function clock at the Anesthesia Station. A “code blue” button is mounted at the Anesthesia Station (Patient Care Station #5) for counting seconds in the event of a patient coding. Depressing the button one time will stop the clock from counting up, but the clock will continue to display the elapsed time. Depressing the button three times will delete the timer function and the display will return to illustrating the correct time (hours, minutes, seconds).